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Abstrat

This note desribes details of analysis of data sample olleted by DIRAC experiment

on Ni target in 2008�2010 in order to estimate lifetime of πK atoms. Experimental results

onsists of six distint data samples: both harge ombinations (π+K−

and K+π− atoms)

obtained in di�erent experimental onditions orresponding to eah year of data-taking.

Soures of systemati errors are analyzed, and estimations of systemati errors are presented.

Taking into aount both statistial and systemati unertainties, the lifetime of πK atoms

is estimated by maximum likelihood method.

1 P
br

= P
br

(τ ) from theory

Lifetime of AπK in the ground state is related to a−0 = 1
3

(

a
1/2

0 − a
3/2

0

)

sattering length [1℄:

1
τ = ΓπK ≈ Γ(AπK → π0K0) = Γ(AKπ → π0K0) = 8α3µ2

+p∗(a−0 )2(1 + δK), (1)

δK = (4.0 ± 2.2) × 10−2. (2)

By using a−0 mπ+ = 0.090 ± 0.005 [2℄ theory estimates πK atom lifetime

τ th1S = (3.5 ± 0.4) × 10−15
s. (3)

While propagating through the target foil, relativisti πK atoms an be ionized or get exited

due to interation with target atoms. General formulas for total and exitation ross setions

in Born approximation were derived in work [3℄ for the ase of relativisti π+π−
atoms. Same

authors alulated a set of total and exitation ross setions for projetile πK atoms, whih

is used in this note. Break-up (ionization) of πK atoms is onurrent to their annihilation.

Therefore there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the lifetime and the probability for πK
atom to break-up P

br

. More generally for a foil of thikness s the probability of break-up is a

funtion of atomi lifetime and momentum p in the laboratory frame: P
br

= P
br

(τ, p). Above

funtion is alulated [4℄ as a solution of a system of kineti equations. Ni targets of thikness

98 µm and 108 µm [5℄ were used by the experiment in 2008 and 2009�2010 respetively.

Distributions P
br

(τ, p) integrated over experimental spetra dN/dp (Fig. 2) of reonstruted

π+K−
pairs with low relative moment are presented in Fig. 1. Similar distribution was obtained

for K+π−
atoms.
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Figure 1: Probability of AπK break-up as a funtion of its lifetime in the ground state in Ni

target of thikness 98 µm (dashed) and 108 µm (in 2009) (solid) in the DIRAC experimental

onditions
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Figure 2: Experimental spetra of π+K−
(left) and K+π−

(right) pairs for di�erent data periods:

2008 (◦), 2009 (∆) and 2010 (�)
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2 Experimental data

Experimental values P
br

from (QL, QT )- and QL-analysis of statistis olleted on Ni targets are

presented in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, respetively. Performed analysis follows proedures desribed in

the artile [6℄. Here we ite only results of �ts of experimental distributions. Exessive number

of digits is preserved to avoid round-o� errors.

Table 1: Experimental P
br

from (QL, QT )-analysis and orresponding estimations of πK atom

lifetime in the ground state τ̂ . Only statistial unertainties are ited.

Atom Year s, µm P
br

nA τ̂ , fs

AπK 2008 98 0.4117 ± 0.3292 21 ± 13 11.31+∞

−11.21

AπK 2009 108 0.3402 ± 0.2435 26 ± 16 5.86+77.1
−5.70

AπK 2010 108 0.5827 ± 0.3548 35 ± 16 > 2.0(CL = 0.84)

AπK 2008�2010 82 ± 26 10.94+∞

−8.47

AKπ 2008 98 0.1077 ± 0.1490 14 ± 19 0.24+2.74
−0.24

AKπ 2009 108 0.1967 ± 0.1725 33 ± 26 1.38+6.20
−1.38

AKπ 2010 108 0.2971 ± 0.1913 49 ± 26 4.20+16.55
−3.99

AKπ 2008�2010 96 ± 41 1.18+2.57
−1.05

AπK + AKπ 2008�2010 178 ± 49 2.48+2.99
−1.77

Table 2: Experimental P
br

from QL-analysis and orresponding lifetime estimations τ̂
Atom Year s, µm P

br

nA τ̂ , fs

AπK 2008 98 0.7466 ± 0.6164 35 ± 21 > 0.4(CL = 0.84)

AπK 2009 108 0.3703 ± 0.3720 28 ± 24 7.44+∞

−7.44

AπK 2010 108 −0.0435 ± 0.2626 −4 ± 22 < 1.8(CL = 0.84)

AπK 2008�2010 60 ± 39 0.77+6.39
−0.77

AKπ 2008 98 0.2042 ± 0.2597 25 ± 30 1.59+17.36
−1.59

AKπ 2009 108 0.3554 ± 0.3266 54 ± 42 6.79+∞

−6.79

AKπ 2010 108 0.3920 ± 0.3238 61 ± 42 9.09+∞

−9.03

AKπ 2008�2010 140 ± 66 4.42+14.78
−4.05

AπK + AKπ 2008�2010 200 ± 77 2.44+5.43
−2.20
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3 Soures of systemati errors

Di�erent soures of systemati errors have been investigated. Most of them are indued by

imperfetion in simulation of pair distributions: �atomi�, �Coulomb�, �non-Coulomb� πK pairs

and wrongly identi�ed pairs. Di�erene of shapes of experimental and simulated distributions

at �t proedure leads to bias of estimated parameters, inluding breakup probability.

3.1 Λ orretion

The largest systemati error is indued by unertainty in orretion on Λ-width. DIRAC setup

detets proton-pion pairs from deay of Λ partiles. Width of distribution over e�etive masses is

de�ned only by resolution of detetors due to very low deay width of the partile. Comparison

of widths for experimental and simulated distributions shows that experimental distribution is

wider [7℄. It means that errors of laboratory momentum reonstrution are underestimated for

Monte-Carlo events. It is shown [7℄, that this e�et ould be ompensated by additional smearing

for reonstruted momenta P re

of simulated partiles, using equation:

P smeared = P re · (1. + Cf · N(0., 1.)) , (4)

here N(0.,1.) is a normal distribution entered at 0. with unity width parameter, Cf is a

oe�ient, whih is estimated [7℄ to be:

Cf = 0.0007 ± 0.0004 . (5)

This smearing have been introdued in analysis of Monte-Carlo data. This orretion

shifts breakup probability by 0.0068 for two-dimensional (QT , QL) analysis and 0.012 for

one-dimensional (QL) analysis. Error in estimation of smearing parameter (Eq. 5) indues

systemati errors in breakup probability: σsyst

Λ
= 0.0039 for two-dimensional analysis (QL, QT )

and σsyst

Λ
= 0.0071 for one-dimensional analysis (QL).

Error in parameter Cf is a statistial error of dediated measurement. Therefore it is possible

to expet that probability density for σsyst

Λ
has normal distribution.

3.2 Unertainty of multiple sattering in Nikel target

The next systemati error is indued by unertainty in the multiple sattering angle inside the

Ni target foil. This sattering provides main ontribution to smearing of initial distribution of

events over QT . It is essential for �Coulomb� and �atomi� pair distribution whih have sharp

peak at Q = 0.

A value of average angle of multiple sattering has been measured with an auray 1% [8℄.

In�uene of this parameter on possible bias of measured break up probability of π+π−
atoms has

been investigated in [9℄. For K+π−
and π+K−

atoms in�uene is expeted to be weaker, beause

a width of initial peak of Coulomb orrelation funtion is wider by a fator ∼ 1.6, following a

ratio of Bohr momenta of πK and ππ atoms. As result the same variation of QT distribution

leads to lower e�et. Analysis of πK data with simulated distribution of �atomi�, �Coulomb� and

�non-Coulomb� pairs, simulated with di�erent average angle of multiple sattering in the Nikel

target, allows to obtain estimation of the ontribution to a systemati error to be σsyst

Ni = 0.0032

for two-dimensional analysis and σsyst

Ni = 0.00054 for one-dimensional analysis.

Error in average angle of multiple sattering in the target is a statistial error of dediated

measurement. Therefore it is possible to expet that probability density for σsyst

Ni has normal

distribution.
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3.3 Response of SFD and IH detetors.

Fiber detetor (SFD) is used for de�nition of open angle of pair and provides reonstruted value

of pair QT . For simulation of SFD response it is needed to take into aount resolution of detetor,

e�ieny, two trak resolution and probability of bakground hits [10℄. The most problemati

fration of events ontains one of partile of pair whih does not produe a signal in one of SFD

planes. In this ase there is probability that traking proedure takes single hit in proper region

of SFD plane as a result of passing this olumn by a lose pair of partiles with very small

opening angle (de�ned by detetor pith 0.0205 m and a base from a target to SFD plane �

300 m) in this projetion. At ondition of DIRAC experiment it is possible for pairs whih have

real distane up to 2 m. Evidently it provides essential error in QT measurement. To derease

fration of wrongly measured events, Sintillation Ionization hodosope (IH) is used [11℄. Double

or single amplitude in orresponded slabs of IH allows to identify lose pair from bakground

of single partiles. In addition to hits from partile of investigated pair, some bakground hits

ould be deteted both in SFD and IH detetors. It also a�ets auray of QT measurement.

To ahieve good agreement of experimental and Monte-Carlo data response of SFD detetor

has been investigated [12℄. For IH a set of double-amplitude riteria for experimental data and

simulated data have been tuned to provide the same admixture of single partiles for events

aepted by riterion.

On Fig. 3 there are experimental distributions over di�erene in X-plane of SFD for di�erent

interval of di�erenes in Y-plane (and vie versa) in units of detetor pith. Points with error

bars present experimental distribution of π+π−
, blue line - simulated distribution, red line -

simulated distribution after orretion. Proedure selets events with QL > 10 MeV/c. It allows
to suppress dependene of Coulomb e�et on QT and, as result, on ∆X and ∆Y . There is peak

at distane 0 (both partiles hit one olumn) and 2 deeps for -1 and +1. It is known e�et

indued by two-partile resolution [10℄. But there is peak in range ±5, whih is higher for low

values of ∆Y (∆X) and is less for big ∆Y (∆X). Suh orrelation ould be mark of e+e− pairs.

But bakground of eletron-positron pairs strongly suppressed by Cherenkov and and Preshower

detetors. Also simulated π+π−
pairs (blue line) reprodue qualitatively this behavior. Most

probable explanation is physial bakground in SFD planes. It ould be δ-eletron or photon

whih is produed by pion and hit one neighbors olumn. If signal from seond pion is lost due to

ine�ieny, traking proedure ould take bakground signal and to produe arti�ial lose pair.

Criterion on double amplitude in IH is not applied in this ase, beause there are two di�erent

hits for 2 traks.

Existene of strong orrelation between X- and Y-projetion for experimental data ould

be explained by bakground e+e− pairs whih hit upstream detetors but are not deteted by

downstream detetors due to too soft (or hard) momentum. Downstream detetors detets

partiles originated from the same proton-nulear interation but through deays of long lived

partiles like harged kaons. Due to hange of trak parameters at deay point these traks are

not found by global �t proedure, but ould oasionally provide arti�ial ombination with lose

pair hits in SFD from soft e+e− pair. Fration of suh pairs inreases after applying of seletion

riteria |QX | < 6 MeV/c, |QY | < 4 MeV/c.

On Fig. 4 there are distributions over δQX = |Qat

X | − |QX |. Here QX is reonstruted value

of relative momentum projetion for simulated pair, |Qat

X | is a value for the same pair on exit of

target, known from history of simulated event. Variable δQY = |Qat

Y |−|QY | is de�ned in the same

way. There is essential di�erene between shape of distribution for di�erent ombination of ∆X
and ∆Y whih are in phase with analysis of Fig. 3. To ahieve good agreement of experimental

and simulated distribution a weight of events with δQX > 1 MeV/c or δQY > 1 MeV/c was

inreased by a oe�ient depended on oordinate di�erene in X-, Y- and W-planes. Correted

distributions are presented on Fig. 3 by red lines.
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Figure 3: Distributions over ∆X (left) and ∆Y (right) in detetor pith units for di�erent ranges of ∆Y and ∆X,

orrespondingly. Experimental data presented by points with error bars, simulated data - blue lines, simulated

data after orretion - red lines

For estimation of possible error, experimental data have been analysed in two version of

simulated events weighting. For one of them proedure takes into aount only part of simulated

data (|QX |, |QY | < 10 MeV/c). In another (�nal) approah proedure takes into aount that

wrong lose pair identi�ation ould be up to |QX |, |QY | < 30 MeV/c. A di�erene gives a sale

of sensitivity of break up probability to these e�et. For two-dimensional analysis shift of result

is 0.0013 and for one-dimensional analysis it is 0.0005. It is possible to expet that probability

density for systemati error is uniform distribution in a range ±0.0013 (±0.0005). It provides

orresponded values of systemati errors to be: σsyst

SFD = 0.0008 (QL, QT ) and σsyst

SFD = 0.0003
(QL).

3.4 Finite size of prodution region

Correlation funtion for �Coulomb pair� prodution is di�erent from standard Gamow-Sommerfeld

fator [13, 14, 15, 16℄. As result a shape of orrelation funtion depends on frations of π and K
mesons, produed from di�erent soures (diret proesses, ρ, φ, ω, η′). Data have been analyzed

using orrelation funtions obtained in point-like and �nite size prodution region assumptions.
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Figure 4: Distributions over ∆QX (left) and ∆QY (right) for di�erent ranges of ∆X and ∆Y

Breakup probability di�erene is found to be 0.0002 for one- and two-dimensional analysis.

Auray of prodution region size desription depends on auray of knowledge about fration

of di�erent soures at prodution of π and K mesons. We ould suppose that their auray

is at least not worse than estimated value. It is assumed that density of probability for this

ontribution to systemati error is uniformly distributed in a range from 0.5 to 1.5 of shifted

value. Therefore systemati error estimation is σsyst

fsz = 0.00006.

3.5 Auray of measurement for laboratory momentum spetra of πK and

bakground pairs

All systemati errors mentioned above have the same values for K+π−
and π+K−

olleted

in 2008, 2009 and 2010 runs. The next two systemati errors are indued by unertainty in

measurement of spetra πK and bakground. These spetra have been measured individually

for di�erent run periods and produe systemati errors in P
br

: σsyst

πK and σsyst

bakgr

whih are

independent for di�erent data sets.

Bakground of eletron-positron pairs is suppressed by nitrogen Cherenkov ounter (ChN)

at �rst level of trigger. But there is some admixture of e+e− pairs due to big �ux of suh pairs
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Figure 5: Upper: distribution over amplitudes of Preshower for negative (along X-axis) and positive (along

Y-axis) hadrons. Lower: distribution for amplitudes of e− (along X-axis) and e+
(along Y-axis). e+e− pairs on

lower piture

with small QT (due to spei� features of e+e− pair prodution) and �nite ChN e�ieny. For

additional suppression Preshower sintillation detetor is used. Distribution of π+π−
(hadron)

pairs over amplitudes of Preshower for negative (along X-axis) and positive (along Y-axis) is

shown on Fig. 5 (upper piture). Similar distribution for e+e− pair is shown on Fig. 5 (lower

piture). It is seen that distributions are di�erent whih allows to implement riterion on

amplitude shown by red line. Also it is possible to �nd fration of e+e− pairs is aepted

by this riterion.

Result of this riterion is shown on Fig. 6 for e+e− and π+π−
(hadron) pairs. Blak line is

initial distribution over QT for events with signals in ChN (e+e−) and without signals in ChN

(hadrons). Red line shows events after applying riterion on Preshower amplitudes. On the

next step rejeted events were subtrated from distributions with weight whih desribe ratio of

non-rejeted and rejeted events. Final distributions are shown by magenta line. It is seen that

this proedure strongly suppresses e+e− with losses 2.5% of hadron pairs. Systemati error due

to admixture of e+e− pairs is assumed to be negligible.

Due to �nite e�ieny of detetors some admixtures of π+π−
, pπ−

and π+p̄ pairs present
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Figure 6: Upper: distributions over QT for e+e− pairs before and after riterion on amplitudes of Preshower.

Lower: similar distributions for π+π−
(hadron) pairs before and after riterion on amplitudes of Preshower

in �nal experimental distribution. Also there is bakground of �aidental pairs� generated in

di�erent proton-nulear interation. All these pairs have di�erent distribution over di�erene

(∆T ) of generation time for positive and negative partiles. Experimental distribution over ∆T
is presented on Fig. 7 for K+π−

pairs olleted in 2008 with momentum of positive partile in

a range 4.5 < P < 4.6 GeV/c, under assumption that a positive partile is K+
and a negative

one � π−
. Here riterion on ∆T is not applied. On Fig. 8 similar distributions are presented

for π+K−
pairs.

This analysis allows to obtain frations of useful events and bakground as funtion of K
meson momentum. On Fig. 9 there are distributions over laboratory momentum of positive

partiles for K+π−
(red), π+π−

(blue) and pπ−
(magenta) pairs olleted in 2008-2010. Distri-

bution for π+K−
(red), π+π−

(blue) and π+p̄ (magenta) pairs over laboratory momentum of

negative partile are presented in Fig. 10.

Bakground of �aidental pairs� ould be subtrated, beause it is possible to estimate

amount of suh pairs under signal peak (see Fig. 8) and to subtrat distribution of aidental

pairs olleted in outside region, using oe�ient whih takes into aount ratio of �aidental

pair� number under a peak to number of �aidental pairs� in outside region.
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pairs di�erene of partile generation times with momentum of positive

partile in a range 4.5 < P < 4.6 GeV/c. K+π−
pairs shown by red, π+π−

pairs are blue, pπ−
pairs are magenta,

�aidental pairs� are green

Bakground of non-identi�ed π+π−
, pπ−

and π+p̄ has been simulated with Monte-Carlo �non-

Coulomb pairs�, beause for ratio of laboratory momenta of π and K mesons, whih provides

small relative momenta Q for πK pair, relative momentum Q for π+π−
and pπ−

pairs is very

big and Coulomb fator is lose to 1. Laboratory momentum spetrum of simulated �non-

Coulomb� πK pairs has been modi�ed to orrespond to a spetrum of bakground pairs (a sum

of π+π−
, pπ−

from Fig. 9, or a sum of π+π−
and π+p̄ from Fig. 10). On Fig. 11 simulated

distribution of �Coulomb� (blue), �non-Coulomb� (magenta) and bakground (blak) pairs over

QL (with riterion QT < 4 MeV/c) are presented. Distributions are normalized to have value

1 in the last bin. It is seen that shape of �Coulomb pair� distribution has peak at low Q due

to Coulomb interation in the �nal state. Distribution of bakground pairs also has additional

slope relative to a distribution of �non-Coulomb� pairs. It is indued by di�erent distribution over

laboratory momentum, whih provides di�erent limitation of partile momentum di�erene by

the DIRAC setup aeptane. As result, presene of bakground partiles leads to overestimation

of �Coulomb pair� fration by a �t proedure, and following to underestimation of �atomi pair�

number and breakup probability value. To prevent this, simulated distribution of bakground

pairs is subtrated from experimental distribution.

But spetrum of bakground is measured with �nal auray. Therefore unertainty of

spetrum leads to a systemati error in breakup probability. To desribe unertainty program

simulates alternative version of laboratory momentum spetrum of bakground partiles. Value

of i-th bin is modi�ed as:
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pairs di�erene of partile generation times with momentum of negative
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F
′

(Pi) = F (Pi) + E(Pi) · N(0., 1.) . (6)

Here F (Pi) is a measured value in i-th bin, E(Pi) � statistial error of measured value and

F
′

(Pi) is modi�ed value. Ratio of modi�ed distribution to initial one has been �tted by a linear

funtion:

F
′

(Pi)

F (Pi)
= p0 · (1 + p1 · (Pi − P ∗)) . (7)

Here p0 and p1 are free parameters of �t, P ∗
is a �xed parameter whih is hosen to provide

zero orrelation between p0 and p1. Finally �t proedure gives estimation of errors for p0 and

p1. This estimation represents auraies of total amount of bakground pairs and of slope of

momentum distribution. Varying fration of bakground and slope of its distribution, proedure

provides shifts of breakup probability. Beause orrelation between p0 and p1 is de�ned to be

0, these biases are summed as two independent random values and provide an estimation for

σsyst

bakgr

.

Similar analysis has been performed for auray of πK spetrum measurement. But in this

ase only error in slope of distribution is a soure of systemati error. Bias of breakup probability

is taken as an estimation for σsyst

πK .

Estimations for these to kinds of systemati errors are shown in Table 3 for di�erent data

sets.
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Figure 10: Distributions of π+K−
(red), π+π−

(blue) and π+p̄ (magenta) pairs over laboratory momentum of

negative partile

3.6 Unertainty in P
br

(τ ) relation

Through the thorough alulations of total and exitation ross setions of relativisti π+π−
atoms

with Ni atoms, it was shown that P
br

(τ) dependene alulated in �rst Born approximation is

12
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Figure 11: Simulated distributions of �Coulomb� (blue), �non-Coulomb� (magenta) and bakground (blak)

pairs over QL with riterion QT < 4 MeV/c

Table 3: Systemati unertainties in P
br

due to auray of measurement of πK laboratory

spetra and bakground pairs

Year σsyst

πK
σsyst

bakgr

K+π− over QT , QL

2008 0.0028 0.0015

2009 0.0044 0.0025

2010 0.0036 0.0022

K+π− over QL

2008 0.0030 0.0028

2009 0.0053 0.0044

2010 0.0046 0.0036

π+K−

over QT , QL

2008 0.0072 0.0067

2009 0.0048 0.0028

2010 0.0017 0.0043

π+K−

over QL

2008 0.0093 0.0072

2009 0.0047 0.0048

2010 0.0021 0.0017

13



shifted by about 3% [17℄ with respet to more preise approahes. Due to higher redued mass

of πK atoms, they are even more ompat with respet to pionium, therefore we should expet

that in their ase the orresponding relation is known with better preision. In this work we have

used ross setions in �rst Born approximation to alulate P
br

(τ) dependene. We approximate

this ontribution by a uniform distribution in the range P
br

× (1, 1.03). We do not shift the

entral value of P
br

. Corresponding systemati unertainty is σsyst

cs = 0.005, whih is orrelated

for all data periods and atomi harge ombinations.

Target thikness was measured with preision better than ±1 µm [5℄. This orresponds to

σsyst

s = 3 · 10−4
in P

br

relation, whih an be safely negleted.

Another soure of unertainties is a preision of πK spetra dN/dp (Figs. 9, 10) used

for onvolution with P
br

(τ, p) into P
br

(τ). To estimate systemati unertainty due to limited

statistial preision of dN/dp spetra. we performed a series of N statistial tests. For eah

test a distribution dN/dp was modi�ed: independent random values, generated aording to the

Normal distribution N(0, σ) with a width orresponding to a bin's unertainty, were added to

ontent of eah bin. This resulted in a series of P
br,i(τ) dependenies. After sorting a systemati

unertainty was estimated as a half-di�erene between [0.84N ]th and [0.16N ]th P
br,i values.

Corresponding systemati error is 2 · 10−4
. It is independent between di�erent samples.

All values of systemati errors have been used for proedure of πK atom lifetime estimation

desribed below.

14



4 Analysis with systemati errors

Estimations of lifetime in the ground state have been performed by maximum likelihood method

aording to [18℄:

L(τ) = exp
(

−UT G−1U/2
)

, (8)

where Ui = mi − P
br,i(τ) is a vetor of di�erenes between measured values of break-up mi

(Tab. 1) and orresponding theoretial funtions P
br,i(τ) for a data sample i. G is the error

matrix on U , whih inludes both statistial σi and systemati unertainties:

Gij = δij

(

σ2
i + (σsyst

i )2
)

+ (σsyst

global

)2. (9)

Where

(σsyst

i )2 = (σsyst

πK,i)
2 + (σsyst

bakgr,i)
2, (10)

(σsyst

global

)2 = (σsyst

Λ
)2 + (σsyst

Ni )2 + (σsyst

SFD)2 + (σsyst

fsz )2 + (σsyst

cs )2 + (σsyst

s )2. (11)

The systemati unertainties σsyst

i are expeted to be unorrelated between di�erent data sam-

ples.

If one ombines both harge ombinations (AπK and AKπ) and uses all statistis olleted

in 2008�2010, then (QL, QT )-analysis leads to following estimation of the lifetime in the ground

state

τ̂ = 2.48+2.99
−1.77

∣

∣

stat

+0.30
−0.13

∣

∣

syst

fs = 2.48+3.01
−1.77

∣

∣

tot

fs = 2.5+3.0
−1.8 fs. (12)

Here total unertainties orrespond to the analysis with both statistial and systemati errors,

while to estimate statisti unertainties in the lifetime, systemati errors have been omitted.

Systemati unertainty in the lifetime estimation is de�ned through the following expression

(σsyst

τ )2 = (σtot

τ )2 − (σstat

τ )2. (13)

Likelihood funtions with orresponding on�dene levels are shown in Fig. 12. For ommod-

ity, all likelihood funtions were normalized in a way that their maxima are at the same value:

max L(τ) = 1.

, sτ
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

-1510×0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

CL=0.68

CL=0.90

Figure 12: Likelihood funtions for AπK (blue), AKπ (red) and ombined (blak) lifetime

estimations. (QL, QT )-analysis
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Figure 13: Likelihood funtions for AπK (blue), AKπ (red) and ombined (blak) lifetime

estimations. QL-analysis
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Figure 14: Dependene of AπK lifetime in the ground state τ1S on a−0 . Experimental result from

Tab. 1 (red) vs theoretial estimation Eq. (3) (blue). (QL, QT )-analysis.

Similar estimation of lifetimes has been alulated within QL-analysis (Tab. 2).

τ̂ = 2.44+5.43
−2.20

∣

∣

stat

+0.45
−0.07

∣

∣

syst

fs = 2.44+5.45
−2.21

∣

∣

tot

fs = 2.4+5.5
−2.2 fs. (14)

Likelihood funtions with orresponding on�dene levels are shown in Fig. 13.

Lifetime in the ground state estimation (12) from (QL, QT )-analysis orresponds to πK
sattering length a−0 aording to Eq. (1)

∣

∣a−0
∣

∣mπ+ = 0.11+0.09
−0.04. (15)

To estimate maximal e�et from possible linear orrelations between systemati unertainties

for di�erent periods, we will treat σsyst

πK,i as they are linearly orrelated for a hosen harge-
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Figure 15: Experimental result Eq. (12) (red) and theoretial estimation Eq. (3) (blue) are

superimposed over P e�

br

(τ) dependene. (QL, QT )-analysis.

ombination (either π+K−
or K+π−

):

σsyst

πK,ij =
√

σsyst

πK,iσ
syst

πK,j. (16)

At the same time similar linear orrelation is introdued for systemati unertainties due to

bakground admixtures σsyst

bakgr

. Then overall result from (QL, Qt)-analysis reads:

τ̂ = 2.48+2.99
−1.77

∣

∣

stat

+0.33
−0.15

∣

∣

syst

fs = 2.48+3.01
−1.77

∣

∣

tot

fs. (17)

Thus possible orrelations between data samples due to spei� systemati errors will not modify

�nal result in a signi�ant way due to smallness of systemati unertainties in omparison to

statistial errors.

There is no diret way to alulate �nal P
br

from measurements of P
br

on di�erent targets and

in di�erent experimental onditions (Tab. 1). Just for a presentation one an estimate �e�etive�

P
br

by projeting τ̂ from Eq. (12) using an e�etive P e�

br

(τ) dependene, e.g.

P e�

br

(τ) =

∑

nA,iPbr,i(τ)
∑

nA,i
, (18)

where nA,i is a number of atomi pairs reonstruted for a data sample i. Corresponding e�etive
probability of break-up reads

P e�

br

= 0.24 ± 0.09. (19)

One should note, that this e�etive value will be di�erent if one selets another P e�

br

(τ) dependene
or hanges uts in analysis.
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